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AbstractDelay tolerant networks (DTNs) are a class of
emerging networks that are subject to frequent and long-
duration partitions. Due to intermittent connectivity, DTNs might
be signicantly limited in supporting application needs, for
example, leading to low throughput or high delay. To address
this problem, we propose the use of throw-boxes to improve
data delivery performance. Throw-boxes are small, inexpensive
devices equipped with wireless interfaces and deployed to relay
data between mobile nodes. Being small and inexpensive, throw-
boxes represent a exible and cost-effective approach to enhance
network capacity.
In this paper, we systematically study two inter-related is-
sues, namely deployment and routing, in using throw-boxes for
throughput enhancement. Specically, we develop algorithms
for throw-box deployment and data forwarding under various
routing strategies, including single path, multi-path and epidemic
routing. Using extensive ns simulations, we evaluate the utility of
throw-boxes and the impact of various routing and deployment
strategies on network performance. Our objective is to guide
the design and operations of throw-box-enhanced DTNs. We
nd that throw-boxes are very effective in improving both data
delivery ratio and delay, especially for multi-path routing and
environments with regular node movement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Delay tolerant networks (DTNs) [1] are a class of emerg-
ing networks that are subject to frequent and long-duration
partitions. Due to intermittent connectivity between nodes, a
DTN might be signicantly limited in its capability for data
delivery. For example, consider a hypothetical disaster relief
scenario where communication among rescuers is essential
for exchanging vital information about victims and hazards,
and coordinating rescue efforts. However, it is challenging to
provide communication services in this environment because
no stable infrastructure is available. Given the geographic span
of the affected area and the limited range of radios, rescuers
may not be able to form a connected network. Instead, data
communication relies on the intermittent connectivity between
nodes, e.g., when nodes come close to each other. However,
node movement is general dictated by non-communication
purposes. As a result, contacts between nodes may occur
infrequently can be insufcient to support communication
needs.
To address this problem, various approaches have been
proposed to enhance network capacity. These approaches
fall into two categories, depending on whether the resulting
network is connected or disconnected. Approaches in the rst
category seek to form and maintain a connected network,
either using radios with longer transmission ranges or de-
ploying a mesh network as an infrastructure to cover the
affected area [2]. However, since many mobile nodes use
batteries for power supply, the use of a long range radio
may lead to excessive energy consumption. In addition, the
availability of such devices in many scenarios, such as disaster
relief, would be questionable. Further, the deployment of a
mesh network might be costly for a large area. It is also not
trivial to congure and maintain a mesh network in hostile
environments, e.g., nodes may fail or be damaged.
On the other hand, approaches in the second category
try to enhance contact opportunities between nodes without
maintaining a connected network[3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. That is,
data are forwarded in a store-and-forward manner to overcome
network partitions. Message ferrying is an example of this
approach, which utilizes a set of special nodes called message
ferries to enhance connectivity between nodes [6], [7]. By
exploiting ferry mobility to relay data, nodes can communicate
with others that otherwise would not be possible. The use of
ferries, however, may raise issues of robustness as ferries play
a critical role in data delivery. Ferry failures or compromises
may pose signicant degradation in the performance or secu-
rity of the whole network [8].
In this paper, we propose the use of throw-boxes to im-
prove data delivery performance in DTNs that consist of
mobile nodes. Throw-boxes are small and inexpensive devices
equipped with wireless interfaces and storage. Throw-boxes
are deployed to relay data between mobile nodes in a store-
and-forward manner, and can operate without communication
with other throw-boxes. As compared to previous approaches,
the use of throw-boxes has the following advantages. First,
throw-boxes can be deployed dynamically and easily, which
would be important in critical environments. For example,
rescuers in a disaster relief scene can physically throw a
bunch of throw-boxes into the area. Throw-boxes can also
be deployed airborne via airplanes or attached to moving
vehicles. Second, throw-boxes are designed to operate in the
present of network partitions. In addition, throw-boxes can
operate without coordination among themselves, which further
eases the deployment and management of throw-boxes. Third,due to the relatively low cost, throw-boxes can be deployed
in a larger number, enhancing reliability and robustness. In
summary, throw-boxes represent a exible and cost-effective
approach to enhance network capacity.
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Fig. 1. An example of DTNs using throw-boxes.
The use of throw-boxes enhances network capacity by
increasing the opportunities for nodes to communicate with
each other. This is because with throw-boxes, nodes can
communicate with each other via throw-boxes by visiting the
same locations (i.e., where throw-boxes are located) even at
different times. Fig. 1 shows an example of using throw-boxes
in a DTN. With throw-boxes, nodes are able to communicate
with each other. For example, node n4 can send data to node
n3 using throw-box t3 over time; throw-box t2 bridges node
n1 and n4, which can communicate using multi-hop routing
(see Fig. 1(b)).
In fact, when node mobility are less random, which holds for
many real-life scenarios, throw-boxes can improve data deliv-
ery signicantly. Let us consider the UMassDiesel DTN test-
bed which operates on buses of a public transport system[9].
In this test-bed, buses of 9 routes are equipped with wireless
cards and form a DTN. Using simulations based on the traces
of real bus movement, we study the communication oppor-
tunities between two buses on different routes. We compare
the communication opportunities and the effective capacity
between these buses before and after the deployment of a
single throw-box. The simulations are run for a period of
100 hours in simulation time. The communication range of
both buses and the throw-box is 141 meters, and the radio
bandwidth is 2 Mbps. Table I shows the simulation results. We
observe an increase by a factor of 20 in the effective capacity
with the deployment of even a single throw-box. In addition,
the deployment of the throw-box signicantly reduces the data
delivery delay.
Before After
Total Contact Duration (sec) 631 11927
Effective Capacity (Kbps) 3.5 66.3
Delay (sec) 63012 3120
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE BEFORE AND AFTER THROW-BOX DEPLOYMENT
The above example clearly demonstrates the potential of
performance improvement using throw-boxes. To best utilize
throw-boxes, one should consider both throw-box deployment
and routing. Throw-box deployment determines where to
place throw-boxes, which signicantly affects contacts be-
tween throw-boxes and nodes, and data delivery performance.
Routing also impacts the achieved performance by specifying
how data are forwarded among nodes and throw-boxes.
In this paper, we present a framework to systematically
study these two issues. Specically, we develop algorithms for
throw-boxdeployment and data forwarding under various rout-
ing strategies, including single path, multi-path and epidemic
routing. We also consider different deployment strategies,
depending on how information about contacts and trafc is
used to determine throw-box locations. These deployment and
routing strategies cover a variety of situations. Using extensive
ns simulations, we evaluate the utility of throw-boxes and
the impact of various routing and deployment strategies on
network performance. Our objective is to guide the design
and operations of throw-box-enhanced DTNs. Based on the
simulation results, we nd the following:
￿ Throw-boxes are very effective in improving throughput.
The use of throw-boxes can also reduce data delivery
delay.
￿ Throw-boxes are more useful when nodes follow regular
movement patterns rather than random movement.
￿ Multi-path routing achieves larger performance improve-
ment with the use of throw-boxes than single path and
epidemic routing.
￿ Throw-box deployment based on contact information has
good performance. The availability of trafc information
can lead to better performance, especially for single path
routing. In addition, single path routing is more sensitive
to the deployment scheme used than multi-path routing.
Epidemic routing is least sensitive to deployment.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section
II, we describe throw-box characteristics and the network
model considered in this paper. In Section III, we present
a framework to systematically study the issues of throw-box
deployment and data routing. We study the various routing
approaches in Section IV to VI. The simulation results are
presented in Section VII and summarized in Section VIII. We
review related work in Section IX and conclude the paper in
Section X.
II. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE USING THROW-BOXES
In the previous section, we introduce the concept of throw-
boxes. We now describe the characteristics of throw-boxes and
then present the network model we consider in this paper.
A. Throw-box
As illustrated in the previous section, throw-boxes are used
to relay data between nodes in DTNs, where contacts among
nodes occur intermittently and often irregularly. To overcome
network partitions, data are forwarded in a store-and-forward
fashion. That is, nodes buffer data when there is no path
available for the destinations and forward data when a contact
with other nodes occurs. To support such intermittent and
opportunistic transmission that is typical in DTNs, throw-
boxes should have the following characteristics.￿ Ready for communication. Since contact opportunities
between throw-boxes and nodes may be very limited,
throw-boxes should be highly available for them to be
effective.
￿ Supporting bursty operations. In DTNs, contacts between
nodes and throw-boxes may last for a very short period
of time. To fully utilize available contact opportunities,
throw-boxes should be able to transmit data at a relatively
high data rate, e.g., on the order of Mbps, and have
sufcient processing power to handle such data rate as
well as plenty storage for buffering the data.
￿ High energy efciency. When throw-boxes have limited
power supplies, throw-boxes should operate in an energy
efcient manner to prolong the lifetime.
Processor Intel PXA255 400MHz
Memory 64MB SDRAM, 32MB FLASH
Power consumption
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ mA
Size 3.5 x 2.5
Weight 47g
TABLE II
STARGATE DATASHEET.
Devices with the above characteristics have been developed
in experimental prototypes or are commercially available,
e.g., StarGate [10] and Turducken [11]. Table II lists a brief
technical description of StarGate devices. Given the current
trend of technology advances in processor and storage, it is
expected that the cost and size of such devices will continu-
ously decrease. In addition, they will be more energy efcient
in the future. Therefore,large scale deployment of throw-boxes
becomes feasible.
B. Network Model
Throw-boxes can be used in a variety of scenarios, each
with different requirements and characteristics. In this paper,
we focus on the use of throw-boxes in mobile DTNs where
mobile nodes are sparsely distributed in an area. Nodes
communicate with each other via wireless interfaces and are
equipped with storage for data buffering. Due to the sparse
distribution, nodes are not able to form a connected network.
Instead, nodes communicate intermittently when nodes move
into the transmission range of each other. To discover other
nodes for communication, nodes broadcast beacon messages
periodically. Upon receiving beacon messages, nodes initiate
data exchange. This way, data are forwarded along a series
of contacts over time, forming a path from the source to the
destination. In DTNs, data are communicated in application
data units called messages (or bundles [12]), which can be
of varied sizes. Each message carries with it a timeout value
which species when this message should be dropped if not
delivered.
Nodes are sources and destinations of data communication.
Suppose that the number of nodes is
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that it can model different trafc patterns, i.e., uniform trafc
among nodes that is typical in ad hoc networks or concentrated
trafc to a single destination in sensor networks.
Given the inherent capacity limitation of DTNs, we consider
the use of throw-boxes to enhance network capacity. Throw-
boxes are equipped with the same wireless interfaces as nodes
and have storage for data buffering. Throw-boxes are not
sources or destinations of data communication. In this paper,
we assume that throw-boxes are deployed to xed locations1.
In addition, we assume that throw-boxes have sufcient energy
supplies. For example, throw-boxes might be equipped with
renewable (solar) energy sources, or throw-boxes may be used
for a relatively short period of time such that energy supplies
become of less concern. We further assume that throw-boxes
do not interact with each other2. That is, throw-boxes only
communicate with nodes.
Once deployed, throw-boxes are involved in relaying data
between nodes. Specically, when a throw-box receives a bea-
con message from a node, it will exchange buffered messages
with the node. To avoid duplicate message transmission, both
throw-boxes and nodes rst exchange meta data to negotiate
which messages should be sent[13].
III. THROW-BOX DEPLOYMENT AND ROUTING
FRAMEWORK
Throw-box deployment determines where to place throw-
boxes, which affects contacts between throw-boxes and nodes.
Routing species how data are forwarded among nodes and
throw-boxes. Both throw-box deployment and routing can
signicantly affect the data delivery performance. Thus one
needs to consider both issues to effectively enhance DTN
capacity. To systematically study these problems, we present
a throw-box deployment and routing framework in the paper.
In this framework, we study the use of throw-boxes under
various deployment and routing strategies. First, depending
on the environment of interest, there may be various levels
of exibility in choosing the deployment and routing ap-
proaches. On one extreme, throw-box deployment might not
be controllable due to constraints in the deployment area or
the specic deployment mechanism used. Or routing may
be constrained in requiring data to follow certain paths in
the network for security reasons. On the other extreme, both
routing and deployment can be customized for effective use of
throw-boxes.Therefore,there is a need to develop solutions for
these different cases. Second, to guide the use of throw-boxes,
it is important to understand the performance implication of
various routing and deployment approaches.
In the following, we will describe the performance objec-
tives for throw-box usage. Then we present various deploy-
ment and routing approaches considered in this paper. Finally
1The results and algorithms obtained in this paper can be extended for the
more general case where throw-boxes can be deployed to mobile entities.
2Throw-boxes may interact with each other and coordinate their actions
to improve performance. However, as a starting point, we do not consider
coordinated throw-boxes in this paper and defer it as future work.we present our framework.
A. Performance Objective
Due to intermittent connectivity, DTNs may be signi-
cantly limited in supporting application needs because of
low throughput and large delay. In this paper, we focus
on improving throughput using throw-boxes. Specically, we
would like to maximize the total trafc demand that can be
supported for a given number of throw-boxes3. Note that
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( is supported. In other words, we try to maximize the total
trafc load which is
@ .
Another important performance metric is message delay.
In this paper, we choose to optimize the throughput for the
following reasons. Given frequent partitions in DTNs, it would
be more important to deliver messages successfully than to
minimize the delay, if delivered at all. In addition, applica-
tions in DTNs are expected to tolerate relatively large delay.
Further, maximizing the throughput might be in accordance
with minimizing delay. Intuitively, if two nodes meet a throw-
box frequently, both throughput and delay can be improved, as
shown by the example in Section I and our simulation results.
B. Deployment Approaches
Throw-box deployment determines the location of throw-
boxes in the network and consequently the connectivity be-
tween nodes and throw-boxes. We consider various types
of deployment strategies, depending on how information
about DTNs is used to optimize the placement of throw-
boxes. Specically, we consider the following deployment
approaches.
￿ Contact-oblivious deployment. In this approach, throw-
boxes are deployed without considering the contact op-
portunities between nodes and throw-boxes. Two ex-
amples are grid deployment in which throw-boxes are
placed regularly in an area to form a grid, and random
deployment in which throw-boxes are deployed to ran-
dom locations in an area. Neither scheme requires any
information about node contacts or trafc.
￿ Contact-based deployment. In this approach, throw-boxes
are deployed to maximize the improvement in contact
opportunities between nodes. Intuitively, by increasing
contact opportunities between nodes, the data delivery
performance would be improved. This approach applies
to environments where contact information is available.
In this paper, we consider two contact based schemes,
depending whether we want to maximize the absolute or
relative improvement, which will be described in detail
in Section IV.
￿ Customized deployment. In this approach, throw-boxes
are deployed specically to optimize the performance for
3An alternative problem is to minimize the number of throw-boxes used to
support given trafc demand. Both problems are equivalent in that solutions
developed for one problem can be easily extended to solve the other.
given trafc demand. Thus it applies to scenarios where
both trafc and contact information are available.
C. Routing Approaches
Routing determines both the routing paths and the trafc
load on each path. In this paper, we consider the following
routing approaches, which are representatives for the various
routing algorithms in DTNs.
￿ Epidemic routing. In epidemic routing, nodes try to ex-
change all buffered messages when nodes are in contact,
essentially ooding messages throughout the network.
This approach generates a large number of redundant
messages, resulting in low utilization of network re-
sources. But epidemic routing is also robust to network
partitions and requires no information to operate. There
is no explicit way to choose either the paths or the trafc
load on each path.
￿ Single path routing. In this approach, messages for a
source-destination pair would follow a single path. Thus
the trafc load for a source-destination pair determines
the trafc load on a specic path. We may have the
exibility to choose the set of nodes on the path.
￿ Multi-path routing. In this approach, messages may be
forwarded along multiple paths for a source-destination
pair.
D. Routing and Deployment Framework
In this paper, we systematically study how different routing
and deployment approaches affect the data delivery perfor-
mance in DTNs using throw-boxes. We develop algorithms
for throw-box deployment and routing, and evaluate their
performance.
Fig. 2 shows an overview of the routing and deployment
framework. Specically, we will study the six regions in
the gure. In region I-1, we consider multi-path routing
with customized deployment. In this case, we solve the joint
problem of routing and deployment, which is formulated
as a mixed integer linear programming problem. In region
I-2, we consider multi-path routing with contact-oblivious
and contact-based deployment. In this case, deployment and
routing are determined independently. The routing problem
can be solved as a linear programming problem. In region II-
1 and II-2, we study single path routing, which is similar to
multi-path routing. The difference is that data are forwarded
along a single path between any pair of nodes. To solve the
deployment and routing problem, we adapt the solution for the
multi-path routing case by enforcing the single path constraint.
Region III focuses on epidemic routing, where routing is
xed. We consider various types of deployment, including
customized deployment (region III-1), and contact-based and
contact-oblivious deployment (region III-2). Note that both
contact-oblivious and contact-based deployment schemes are
identical for all routing approaches because these schemes do
not utilize trafc or routing information. In contrast, different
customized deployment schemes are developed for various
routing approaches.Fig. 2. Deployment and routing framework
In the following sections, we describe algorithms for throw-
boxes deploymentand routing for three routing approachesand
present simulation results in Section VII.
IV. CAPACITY ENHANCEMENT WITH MULTI-PATH
ROUTING
In this section, we study the use of throw-boxes in multi-
path routing. We rst consider customized deployment where
throw-boxes are deployed specically to improve perfor-
mance. We then study contact-based deployment. For contact-
oblivious deployment, we have considered in Section III-B
two simple schemes, namely random and grid deployment. In
all these approaches, throw-box deployment is solved rst and
then routing is computed based on the deployment vector.
A. Multi-Path Routing with Customized Deployment
With customized deployment, throw-boxes are deployed
to maximize data delivery performance. Thus, we need to
consider the effect of routing in throw-box deployment. That
is, we need to jointly consider the issues of deployment and
routing. In the following, we rst formulate this joint problem
as a mixed integer linear programming (MIP) problem. We
then develop a greedy algorithm to solve it.
1) Problem Formulation: Before presenting the formula-
tion, we rst describe how to determine the potential locations
for throw-box deployment and characterize contacts between
nodes. With customized deployment, a throw-box can be
placed at any location in the area. However, solving the
deployment problem in a continuous domain would be difcult
because throw-boxes can be deployed at an innite number of
potential locations. Instead, we consider an approximation by
dividing the entire area into a grid of cells and placing throw-
boxes at the center of those cells. This approach becomes a
good approximation of the arbitrary deployment when the cell
size is small.
Nodes in DTNs communicate via intermittent contacts,
whose occurrence is a time-varying process. To represent the
transmission opportunities between two nodes, we dene the
average capacity as the maximum data rate that can be sent
between two nodes in the long term. Let
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time. Note that the average capacity is shared by trafc in both
directions. In addition, wireless interference is ignored in this
model because of the sparse distribution of nodes. Similarly,
we dene the average capacity between a node and a throw-
box.
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NOTATIONS USED IN THE PROBLEM FORMULATIONS
We now formulate the joint deployment and routing prob-
lem. Let
m be the set of nodes and
n be the set of potential
throw-box locations. We denote
m
O as the union of
m and
n . Suppose that
@ is the total trafc load between nodes. So
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deployment is denoted by a deployment vector
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’ ,
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n . Since we do not consider energy constraints of throw-
boxes in this paper, it is not advantageous to deploy more than
one throw-boxat the same location. Thus the number of throw-
boxes deployed at each location is set to be either 0 and 1.
For trafc between a source-destination pair
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A routing vector is the combination of
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boxes, the joint problem is to determine a deployment vector
and a routing vector that maximize the total trafc load
@ ,
which is shown in Fig. 3. The notations used are summarized
in Table III.
Now we briey explain the constraints in this formulation.
Constraint (1) represents ow conservation for trafc between
a source-destination pair, i.e., at every node or throw-box, ex-
cept the sources and the destinations, the amount of incoming
trafc is equal to the amount of outgoing trafc. Constraint
(2) states that source
v has no incoming trafc and
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outgoing trafc. Similarly, constraint (3) restricts the amount
of trafc to and from destinations. Constraint (4) requires that
the total amount of trafc between node
’ and node
( is no
greater than the average capacity
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% . Similarly, constraint (5)
enforces the average capacity between nodes and throw-boxes.
We use a factor of
p
% to account for whether there is a throw-
box deployed at a location. Constraint (6) states that the total
number of throw-boxes is
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Fig. 3. Multi-path routing formulation.
number of throw-boxes deployed at each location is an integer
of 0 or 1. The last constraint restricts the amount of trafc load
between nodes or between nodes and throw-boxes to be non-
negative.
Note that the number of throw-boxes deployed at each
location (i.e.,
p
 
# in Fig. 3) must be integers. So this formulation
is an integer linear programming problem, which is generally
NP-hard to obtain exact solutions. We next present a heuristic
algorithm to solve it.
2) Greedy Algorithm: We have shown that solving the joint
deployment and routing problem is difcult. Instead of nding
an optimal solution which is computational expensive, we
develop a greedy algorithm to solve this problem. In this
algorithm, throw-boxes are deployed iteratively. At each stage,
a throw-box is deployed to a location that maximizes the
total trafc load. Algorithm 1 shows the sketch of the greedy
algorithm. Initially, no throw-box is deployed. That is,
p
#
:
￿
￿
for all
’
t
r
￿
m . Then the algorithm tries to deploy the rst
throw-box. For each potential location
’ , the algorithm will
compute the achieved trafc load
@ if the throw-box is placed
at location
’ . Let
￿ be the location that achieves the maximum
@ . The algorithm will deploy the throw-box at location
￿ .
The algorithm will continue to deploy the second throw-box
and repeat this process until all throw-boxes are deployed.
Finally, with all throw-boxes being deployed, the algorithm
will compute the routing vector.
In the greedy algorithm, we need to compute the maximum
trafc load for a particular deployment. In step (4) in Algo.
1, we need to determine the resulting performance if a throw-
box is placed at a potential location. In step (9), we need
to compute the routing vector when throw-box deployment is
nished. In both cases, the number of throw-boxes at each po-
tential location is known. So the formulation in Fig. 3 becomes
a linear programming (LP) problem. In fact, the computation
of
@ in these cases is a concurrent ow problem [14]. The
concurrent ow problem is a classic problem in network ow
and can be solved more efciently than both the MIP and
LP formulations. Let
¡ be the computation complexity of
solving a concurrent ow problem. The complexity of the
greedy algorithm is
¢
>
u
6
￿
￿
£
n
⁄
£
¡
a
z where
£
n
⁄
£ is the number of
potential locations.
Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm for multi-path routing
1:
e
Z
￿
￿
￿
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V
;
2: for
¥
￿
￿ to
b do
3: for all
\
￿
‘
V
do
4: Compute
X
if a throw-box is deployed at location
\ ;
5: end for
6: Let
ƒ be the location that achieves the maximum
X
;
7:
e
¤
§
￿
e
!
§
￿
￿ ;
8: end for
9: Compute
X
based on throw-box deployment;
B. Multi-Path Routing with Contact-Based Deployment
We now study multi-path routing with contact-based deploy-
ment. In this deployment approach, throw-box locations are
chosen to maximize the improvement on contact opportunities
between all pairs of nodes. Thus throw-box deployment is de-
termined without considerationof trafc or routing. Depending
on whether to maximize the absolute or relative improvement,
we develop two contact-based schemes, as described in the
following.
1) Absolute Contact Enhancement Algorithm: In this
scheme, we try to maximize the absolute enhancement of
contact between nodes. We dene the total contact capacity
between node
’ and
( as the data rate that can be transmitted
between
’ and
( directly or via a throw-box. So the total
contact capacity can be computed as
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￿ is the contact capacity between
’ and
( via a throw-box at
￿ . The factor
p
' species whether
there is a throw-box at location
￿ .
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% is the contact capacity
between
’ and
( without throw-boxes. Thus with throw-box
deployment, the absolute contact enhancement for node pair
’ and
( is
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nodes, we have the absolute contact enhancement as
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Now the deployment problem is to nd a deployment vector
o such that
￿
¶
u
=
o
}
z is maximized. We solve this problem using
a greedy algorithm. The greedy algorithm is similar to the
customized deployment case illustrated in Algo. 1. The only
differences are in step (4) and (6). In the absolute contact
enhancement scheme, we computes
￿
…
¶
for each potential
location (in step (4)) and denote
￿ as the location that achieves
the maximum
￿
￿
¶
(in step (6)).
Note that for the absolute contact enhancement scheme, the
greedy algorithm solves the deployment problem optimally.
This is because at each stage, the greedy algorithm chooses the
location that maximizes
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z . After simple transformation,
we have
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deployment vector computed is optimal.2) Relative Contact EnhancementAlgorithm: In the relative
contact enhancement scheme, we try to maximize the relative
improvement for contacts between all pairs of nodes. Suppose
that we compare the contact opportunities when the deploy-
ment vectors are
o
}
￿ and
o
￿
` respectively. Consider a pair of
nodes
’ and
( . The total contact capacity between
’ and
( is
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% when the deployment vector is
o
￿ . Similarly, let
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the contact capacity when the deployment vector is
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` . Then
the relative capacity enhancement for node pair
’ and
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By combing all pairs of nodes, we have the relative capacity
enhancement as
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In the relative contact enhancement scheme, we try to
deploy throw-boxes one at a time. at each stage, the algorithm
tries to nd a deployment location such that
￿
˘
is maximized.
The operation of the algorithm is similar to the absolute
contact enhancement algorithm except that the algorithm now
maximizes
￿
˘
instead of
￿
￿
¶
at each stage. Note that in this
algorithm,
￿
˘
measures the improvement of contact capacity
due to the deployment of each single throw-box.
V. CAPACITY ENHANCEMENT WITH SINGLE-PATH
ROUTING
In the previous section, we consider how to enhance network
capacity with multi-path routing using throw-boxes. Now we
consider the case of single-path routing in which messages
for a source-destination pair follow a single path. For exam-
ple, messages might be forwarded along the shortest DTN
path [15].
In the following, we focus on customized deployment. We
rst formulate the the joint deployment and routing problem
for single path routing. Then we develop an algorithm to solve
this problem by extending the greedy algorithm for multi-
path routing in Section IV. For contact-based and contact-
oblivious deployment, the computation of routing is the same
as in customized deployment.
A. Problem Formulation for Customized Deployment
As in multi-path routing, we consider the effects of routing
on throw-box deployment and formulate the joint deployment
and routing problem as an optimization problem. In single
path routing, there is an additional requirement that a single
path is used for messages between each node pair. To account
for this single path constraint, we use binary variables
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record whether data between node pair
u
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z are forwarded
from
’ to
( , where
’ and
( can be throw-boxes or nodes. We
extend the MIP formulation in Fig. 3 by adding the following
constraints.
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Specically, constraint (11) states that data are not forwarded
from
’ to
( , where
’ and
( are throw-boxes or nodes, if
˙
¤
|
_
~
#
9
%
is 0. Constraint (12) requires that
˙
!
|
_
~
#
&
% be 1 or 0. Constraint
(13) enforces that data from each source-destination pair are
forwarded along a single path.
As compared to multi-path routing formulation in Fig. 3,
more integer constraints are introduced to enforce the single
path requirement. Thus, this formulation is an MIP problem,
which is difcult to solve optimally.
B. Greedy Algorithm for Customized Deployment
As compared to multi-path routing, single path routing has
an additional constraint on the number of paths that can
be used between each source-destination pair. We develop
a greedy algorithm for single path routing by extending the
counterpart for multi-path routing. Specically, we modify the
computation of total trafc load
@ in step (4) or (9) of Algo. 1
as follows. We rst compute
@ and the routing vector
˚ as in
multi-path routing, i.e., solving a concurrent ow problem.
Then we enforce the single path constraint by selecting a
single forwarding path for each source-destination pair, as will
be described below. By xing these routing paths, we can
compute
@ and the routing vector again. This time the single
path constraint is enforced in the resulting routing vector.
We now describe how to select a single path for messages
between a source-destination pair. Suppose that
˚ is the
routing vector computed in the multi-path routing algorithm.
In this paper, we choose the path that has the highest trafc
load according to
˚ . That is, under multi-path routing, the
selected path would carry the most amount of trafc among all
paths between a source-destination pair. Consider the simple
example in Fig. 4 where data are forwarded from node
¸ to
node
￿ . The number along each edge represents
˚ , the trafc
load between nodes. The path that achieves the highest trafc
load is
¸
˛
˝
￿
)
ˇ
˝
￿
—
‰
˝
￿
￿ . That is, the highest trafc load is 0.3.
Fig. 4. Single-path aggregation based on multi-path routing
To nd the path with highest trafc load, we use a binary
search algorithm, which is illustrated in Algo. 2. We denote
a path as a
￿ path if all edges of this path have trafc load
at least
￿ . So the binary algorithm is to nd the highest load
￿ such that a
￿ path exists. To determine whether a
￿ path
exists, the algorithm rst generates a graph
￿
0
u
w
￿
•
-
￿
z based
on the routing vector, where
￿ consists all nodes and throw-
boxes, and
￿
consists of edges with trafc load at least
￿ in
˚ .
Then the algorithm determines whether
v and
y is connected
in
￿
0
u
j
￿
s
-
￿
z . If so, there must exist a path such that all edges of
this path have trafc load at least
￿ . That is, a
￿ path exists.
The algorithm conducts a binary search for the highest
￿ .Initially, the upper bound for
￿ is the maximum load between
source/destination and other nodes. And the lower bound for
￿ is the minimum positive trafc load among all edges. The
algorithm terminates when the gap between the upper and
lower bounds is no greater than a predened parameter
￿
￿
￿
' .
Algorithm 2 Compute single path with highest trafc load
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11: end if
12: end while
13: Return path
￿ ;
14: End
VI. CAPACITY ENHANCEMENT WITH EPIDEMIC ROUTING
In this section, we investigate capacity enhancement when
epidemic routing is used. Unlike multi-path or single path
routing, epidemic routing oods messages throughout the
network. This is no exibility in selecting routing paths or
determining trafc load on each path.
In the following, we study the case of customized deploy-
ment. To optimize the performance of epidemic routing, we
need to take into account of how trafc is propagated under
this routing approach. However, given trafc demand and
throw-box deployment, it is hard to characterize the trafc
load among nodes because the actual trafc load is affected
by the contact occurrence between nodes. We observe that
epidemic routing is able to exploit all paths available to prop-
agate messages. So if we could improve the performance for
data from all source-destination pairs, we could improve the
performance of epidemic routing. Based on this observation,
we develop two heuristics to compute throw-box deployment
using the algorithms developed for multi-path routing.
A. Multi-path Heuristic
In this approach, we deploy throw-boxes to the same
locations as in the multi-path routing case. That is, we use
Algo. 1 to compute throw-box locations.
B. Proportion Based Heuristic
This heuristic is based on the assumption that messages
are ooded throughout the network. Therefore, the contact
capacity between nodes would be shared by messages from
all source-destination pairs. In this heuristic, we allocate the
contact capacity between nodes to data from all source-
destination pairs according to their relative trafc demand.
Recall that
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we can compute throw-box deployment for epidemic routing
using Algo. 1.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the deploy-
ment and routing algorithms presented in this paper using
simulations. We aim to evaluate the utility of throw-boxes in
enhancing network performance and understand how various
deployment and routing approaches impact the performance.
In the following, we rst describe our simulation methodology
and performancemetrics in Section VII-A and then present our
results in the following sections.
A. Experiment Methodology and Performance Metrics
In this paper, we simulate mobile DTNs with various node
mobility patterns. Our simulations include two components:
computation of deployment and routing vectors, and packet-
level simulation using ns simulator [16]. In the computation
component, we rst calculate the statistics for contacts be-
tween nodes. Specically, we generate the movement of nodes
for the entire simulation duration and then compute the contact
statistics. The connectivity between nodes in reality depends
on many factors such as terrain, obstacles and interference,
which are generally scenario specic. Without real measure-
ment data, we adopt a simple approximation that radios
have a circular range, i.e., nodes are able to communicate
if the distance between them is less than the radio range.
In addition, as described in Section IV, the radio data rate
in the computation component measures the capabilities of
links in transmitting application layer data, which exclude
routing or MAC layer overhead. We determine the radio
data rate by measuring the rate of application layer data that
can be transmitted between two closely located nodes. The
application data rate is 835Kbps when the radio bandwidth is
1Mbsp.
We then determine the set of potential locations for throw-
box deployment using the cell based approach described
in Section IV. Obviously there is a trade-off between the
amount of computation time and the granularity of deployment
locations. In our simulations, the cell size is 500m. To reduce
the computation time in the customized scheme, we remove
locations that are less likely to be used. Specically, we use
the absolute contact scheme to select the 50 best locations,
which are used as the potential locations for the customized
scheme.
With contact statistics, trafc and location information,
we compute the deployment and routing vectors using the
algorithms proposed in Section IV-VI. We use the GLPK
linear programming tool [17] to solve the formulation in Fig.
3.
Based on the computed deployment and routing vectors,
we run ns simulations. In the simulations, data are forwardedaccording to the routes computed by the computation compo-
nent. Specically, to enforce the trafc load forwarded on each
link, each node or throw-box records
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We evaluate the performance of the various deployment
and routing schemes using two metrics, namely the message
delivery ratio and delay. The message delivery ratio is dened
as the ratio between the number of unique messages being
delivered and the number of generated messages. We compute
the message delivery ratio over the simulation duration. This
metric measures how successful each scheme is in delivering
messages. The message delay is the average time from the
generation of a message to the earliest reception of the mes-
sage at the destination. The message delay considers delivered
messages only.
B. Simulation Settings
In our simulations, we use the following default settings
unless specied otherwise. Nodes are simulated to move in a
25Km
￿ 25Km area according to different mobility models,
including predictable mobility as well as random mobility,
as will be described in the following sections. Each result is
averaged over ve runs with different random seeds.
Nodes are sources and destinations of data communication.
We consider a uniform trafc model where 20 nodes are
chosen as sources with random destinations. Each source
generates messages at the same data rate according to a
Poisson process. Messages are of size 1500 bytes. The buffer
size of both nodes and throw-boxes is 50000 messages.
Our simulations use the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer. The radio
range and data rate are
￿
«
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￿
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￿ and 1Mbps respectively. To
discover other nodes for communication, each node broadcasts
a beacon message every 5 seconds. After receiving a beacon
message, nodes initiate an exchange of buffered messages. To
avoid duplicate message transmissions, nodes rst negotiate
which messages should be sent. Suppose that node
ı tries to
transmit messages to a neighbor
￿ . Node
ı will rst send
an ADV message including information about messages it
wants to transmit. Upon reception of the ADV message, node
￿ replies with a REQ message which lists only messages it
currently does not have. Then node
ı will send the messages
listed in the REQ message. This way, messages will not be
transmitted to a node multiple times. In addition, messages are
transmitted from the storage in a FIFO order. When the buffer
overows, a node will drop the rst message in the buffers.
C. UMass Mobility Model
We rst consider the UMass bus network scenario [9],
which consists of 9 buses equipped with radio transceivers
to transport data. Each bus follows a xed route and it takes
about 60 to 90 minutes to nish one round of a route.
Based on the traces of real bus movement obtained using
GPS devices, we generate synthetic traces by adding variation
into the bus movement. Specically, the traces record the bus
locations every minute. In our simulations, we assume that
buses move at a constant speed during each one minute period.
We compute the bus speed based on the traces and vary it by
a random factor within [0.95, 1.05]. The buses will follow the
same route repeatedly. Each simulation is run for a period of
40000 seconds in simulation time.
The UMass mobility model represents environments where
node movement is predictable and constrained in space, i.e.,
along the roads and highways. Such model would be useful
for studying many real life scenarios, where node movement
is often not random.
1) Multi-Path Routing: We rst consider the case with
multi-path routing. Fig. 5 depicts the performance of various
deployment schemes with different number of throw-boxes.
The total trafc load is high at 334Kbps. The delivery ratio is
shown in Fig. 5(a). We make the following observations. First,
for the customized and contact based schemes, the delivery
ratios improve signicantly as the number of throw-boxes
increases. For example, when the customized scheme is used,
the amount of delivered data increases by a factor of 3 using
four throw-boxes as compared to the case without using any
throw-box. We also see that the customized scheme is more
consistent than the contact based schemes, and achieves the
best delivery ratio. This is because the customized scheme
can utilize the specic trafc information to deploy throw-
boxes. In contrast, the contact based schemes deploy throw-
boxes based on the connectivity between nodes. Due to the
irregularity of spatial node distribution in the UMass model,
trafc between some nodes may not benet from throw-box
deployment. The relative contact scheme is shown to be better
than the absolute contact scheme. Second, random or grid
deployment does not affect the performance. This is because
nodes only move on the roads in the area. Given the large span
of the area, random or grid scheme tends to deploy throw-
boxes to locations where nodes do not visit.
Fig. 5(b) shows the message delay. We can see that with
customized and contact based deployment, the use of throw-
boxes can signicantly reduce message delay. For example,
when the customized scheme is used, the message delay is
reduced from 12000s to 6000s using four throw-boxes. This is
because nodes are able to communicate with each other more
frequently via throw-boxes. Thus messages can be delivered
earlier. In addition, the customized scheme achieves the lowest
delay, while the random and grid schemes do not affect the
message delay.
Fig. 5(c) depicts the message delay when the trafc load is
relative low at 83.5Kbps. It can be seen that the use of throw-boxes can signicantly reduce the message delay when the
trafc load is low. With four throw-boxes, for example, the
message delay is about 3100 seconds under the customized
scheme. In contrast, the message delay is about 5800 seconds
when no throw-box is used.
2) Single-Path Routing: We now consider the case of single
path routing, in which data between a pair of source and
destination follow a single path. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show
the delivery ratio and delay respectively when the trafc
load is high at 334Kbps. The results are similar to those
of multi-path routing. For example, the use of throw-boxes
can signicantly improve the delivery ratio and reduce the
message delay. One notable difference is that the customized
scheme is able to achieve much better delivery ratios than
the contact based schemes. This is because in single path
routing, the utility of throw-boxes for data delivery between a
source/destination pair depends on those throw-boxes that are
able to support the highest data rate. With multi-path routing,
however, the utility of throw-boxes depends on all throw-boxes
that able to forward data for a source/destination pair. Thus,
the performance of multi-path routing is less sensitive to the
throw-box locations than that of single path routing. Fig. 6(c)
shows the message delay when the trafc load is relatively low
at 83.5Kbps. As to the case of multi-path routing, we observe
a signicant decrease of message delay by using throw-boxes
for the customized scheme.
3) Epidemic Routing: We next evaluate the performance
for epidemic routing. Fig. 7 depicts the results when the total
trafc load is 334Kbps. From Fig. 7(a), we observe that the use
of throw-boxes has limited benet for improving the delivery
ratio. All deployment schemes achieve similar delivery ratios.
That is because of the poor utilization of resources in epidemic
routing, which oods messages throughput the network.
Fig. 7(b) shows the result for the message delay. For the
customized and contact based schemes, the use of throw-boxes
reduces the message delay, e.g., by more than 20% when
eight throw-boxes are used. The message delay also decreases
with more throw-boxes. This is because throw-boxes provide
shorter paths for messages. For random and grid schemes,
there is no improvement in the performance. Fig. 7(c) shows
the message delay when the trafc load is relatively low at
83.5Kbps. We can see that the use of throw-boxes leads to
lower delay.
D. Random-Waypoint Mobility Model
In this section, we consider networks where nodes fol-
low the random-waypoint mobility (RWP) model [18]. As
compared to the UMass model where node movement is
predictable and constrained in space, the RWP model rep-
resents the opposite with unconstrained and random node
movement. Specically, we simulate 40 nodes moving in a
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￿ area. Each node selects a random destination
location in the area and moves toward it with a random speed.
After reaching the destination, nodes repeats this process.
The maximum and minimum node speeds are 7.5m/s and
22.5m/s. Nodes do not pause between movement. We run the
simulations for 80000 seconds in simulation time.
1) Multi-Path Routing: Fig. 8 depicts the performance of
multi-path routing when the total trafc load is 125Kbps.
Fig. 8(a) shows the delivery ratio. We make the following
observations. First, both random and grid schemes improve the
delivery ratio, which is different from the case of the UMass
mobility. This is because of the random movement in the RWP
model where nodes tend to visit all locations in the area.
So even throw-boxes are deployed randomly into the area,
nodes would benet from the message relaying capability of
throw-boxes. Second, the delivery ratio improves much more
signicantly with the customized and contact based schemes.
For example, 3 times more messages are delivered with 16
throw-boxes than without throw-box. Third, the customized
and contact based schemes achieve similar performance. With
the contact based schemes, throw-boxes tend to be deployed
near the center of the area because nodes visit this area more
frequently in the RWP model. Due to the random movement of
nodes, throw-boxes deployed in these locations would be able
to relay messages for most source and destination pairs. So the
performance of the contact based and customized schemes is
not different.
Fig. 8(b) shows the delivery delay. We can see that the use
of throw-boxes can reduce the message delay. However, the
reduction is much less than in the UMass case. This is because
in the UMass model, node movement is much more regular.
The use of throw-boxes can signicantly increase the contact
opportunities between nodes. In the RWP model, in contrast,
nodes move randomly in the area. So with the use of throw-
boxes, while nodes are able to communicate with more nodes
via throw-boxes, the improvement for a specic pair of nodes
is less signicant. This also explains the large improvement on
the delivery ratio and the much less improvement on message
delay. Fig. 8(c) depicts the delivery delay when the total trafc
load is low at 8.35Kbps. We can see that the use of throw-
boxes does not improve the message delay in this case.
2) Single-Path Routing: We now study the case of single
path routing. Fig. 9 depicts the performance when the total
trafc load is high at 42Kbps. Fig. 9(a) shows the deliv-
ery ratio. First, random or grid scheme does not improve
the delivery ratio for single path routing, which is different
from the multi-path routing case. Second, the customized and
contact based schemes improve the delivery ratio as more
throw-boxes are used. And the customized scheme achieve
the better performance. Both observations can be explained
as in Section VII-C. Since data follow a single path in the
case of single path routing, the delivery ratio is more sensitive
to the choice of throw-box locations. So without taking into
account of specic node mobility, random and grid schemes
are not able to improve the performance. Similarly, without
considering the trafc information, the contact based schemes
perform worse than the customized scheme. Fig. 9(b) and (c)
show the message delay when the total trafc load is high at
42Kbps and low at 8Kbps respectively. We can see there is no
improvement in message delay for all schemes in both cases. 0
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Fig. 5. Multiple path routing performance with different number of throw-boxes under the UMass mobility.
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Fig. 6. Single path routing performance with different number of throw-boxes under the UMass mobility.
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Fig. 7. Epidemic routing performance with different number of throw-boxes under the UMass mobility.
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Fig. 8. Multiple path routing performance with different number of throw-boxes under the RWP mobility. 0
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Fig. 9. Single path routing performance with different number of throw-boxes under the RWP mobility.
3) Epidemic Routing: We also evaluate the performance of
epidemic routing under the RWP model. Fig. 10 depicts the
performancewhen the total trafc load is 42Kbps. As shown in
Fig. 10(a), the delivery ratio increases for all schemes when the
number of throw-boxes increases. In addition, random and grid
schemes achieve modest improvement in the delivery ratio.
As expected, the customized and contact based schemes have
similar performance, both signicantly improve the delivery
ratio. The message delay is shown in Fig. 10(b). Under the
relatively high load, we can see that the message delay is
not affected by the use of throw-boxes. Fig. 10(c) depicts the
message delay when the total trafc load is low at 8.4Kbps.
The message delay decreases as more throw-boxes are used.
For example, with 16 throw-boxes, the delay is reduced by
25% for the customized scheme. This is because of the low
trafc load, epidemic routing is able to forward messages
along the shortest paths. Thus with the use of throw-boxes
and shortest paths, the message delay is reduced. In addition,
the contact based schemes is very similar to the customized
scheme in message delay. And both customized schemes,
namely the multi-path heuristic and the proportional based
heuristic, achieve very similar performance. Thus, we will
focus on the multi-path heuristic in the rest of this section.
E. Manhattan Mobility Model
In this section, we consider the third mobility model, the
Manhattan mobility model4 which approximates the vehicle
movement within a metropolitan area. In the Manhattan model,
20 nodes move along a grid of 10
￿ 10 highways in a 25Km
￿ 25Km area. On each intersection, nodes will choose to go
straight, turn left, or turn right with certain probabilities and
move on a random speed. Node movement in this model is
restricted to highways, but random in the movement directions,
thus representing a middle ground between the predictable
UMass model and the random RWP model. In our simulations,
the minimum and maximum speeds are 7.5m/s and 22.5m/s
respectively. The probability that a node will continue its
direction on an intersection is twice the probability that the
node turns. When reaching the boundary, nodes will turn left
4This model is slightly different from the Manhattan mobility in [19], which
focuses on the impact of node mobility characteristics such as group mobility
on MANET routing performance.
or right with equal probability, i.e., 0.5. The simulation time
is 80000 seconds and the message timeout is 40000 seconds.
1) Multi-Path Routing: We rst study the case of multi-path
routing. Fig. 11 shows the performance when the total trafc
load is relatively high at 251Kbps. As shown in Fig. 11(a),
with the random or grid scheme, the use of throw-boxes has
no effect on the delivery ratio. This is as expected because
of the constrained movement of nodes. By deploying throw-
boxes randomly or placing throw-boxes into a grid, nodes
have few contacts with throw-boxes, thus no improvement
on the performance. On the other hand, the delivery ratio
increases linearly with the number of throw-boxes when the
customized and contact based schemes are used. For example,
the use of 16 throw-boxes increases the delivery ratio by a
factor of 5 from 11% to 55%, . Such large improvement is
achieved because node movement is more constrained in the
Manhattan model than in the RWP, i.e., nodes move along
the highways instead of in the whole area. Thus, by placing
throw-boxes along the highways, the utility of throw-boxes are
more evident than in the RWP case. In addition, we observe
that the performance of the customized scheme is very similar
to that of the contact based schemes, which is a result of the
random and uniform node movement.
The message delay is shown in Fig. 11(b). As expected,
random or grid deployment does not effect the delay. With
the customized and contact based schemes, however, the delay
decreases near linearly with the number of throw-boxes used.
With 16 throw-boxes, the delay is reduced from about 27000
seconds to 19000 seconds. This is because with the throw-
boxes, nodes are able to communicate with each other more
frequently via the throw-boxes, which leads to earlier delivery
of messages. Similar results are obtained for message delay
when the trafc load is relatively low, as shown in Fig. 11(c).
2) Single-Path Routing: We now examine the performance
of single path routing in the Manhattan model. The delivery
ratio of various schemes are depicted in Fig. 12(a). The total
trafc load is 84Kbps. It can be seen that the customized
scheme achieves the highest delivery ratio. And the contact
based schemes deliver more data than the random or grid
schemes. Overall, the improvement in the delivery ratio is less
signicantly as in the case of multi-path routing. The reason 0
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Fig. 10. Epidemic routing performance with different number of throw-boxes under the RWP mobility.
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Fig. 11. Multiple path routing performance with different number of throw-boxes under the Manhattan mobility.
is that multi-path routing is better in exploiting the message
relaying capabilities of all throw-boxes.
Fig. 12(b) shows the message delay. We can see that the
delay is not signicantly affected by the use of throw-boxes.
This is because to have notable improvement on message
delay, the deployment of throw-boxes should be able to
shorten the routing paths for messages from most source and
destination pairs. This is less likely to achieve for single path
routing where data is forwarded along relatively good paths,
i.e., paths that are able to support higher data rate. Such good
paths are less likely to benet from the deployment of throw-
boxes. Similar results are shown for the case when the trafc
load is relatively low, at 8Kbps, as depicted in in Fig. 12(c).
3) Epidemic Routing: We now study the performance of
epidemic routing in the Manhattan mobility model. Fig. 13(a)
shows the delivery ratio when the total trafc load is 42Kbps.
We can see that for the customized and contact based schemes,
the delivery ratios are similar and increase as more throw-
boxes are deployed. However, due to the poor utilization of
resources, the improvement is less than that in the multi-
path or single path routing cases. And random and grid
deployment of throw-boxes does not improve performance.
Fig. 13(b) shows the message delay which is not affected by
the use of throw-boxes. In contrast, when the trafc load is
low, the message delay is reduced with the use of throw-
boxes, as shown in Fig. 13(c). This is because when the
trafc load is low, there is less contention for transmission
opportunities and epidemic routing is able to forward messages
along the shortest paths available. With the deployment of
throw-boxes, nodes are able to communicate more frequently
via throw-boxes, leading to shorter paths between sources and
destinations. So the message delay is reduced.
F. Effect of Trafc Load
In this section, we examine the effect of trafc load on
the network performance. As shown in the previous results,
the customized scheme achieves the best performance. So we
focus on this scheme in the rest of Section VII.
Fig. 14 depicts the performance of various deployment
schemes under the UMass mobility model. The labels t=4
and t=0 in the gure represent the number of throw-boxes
used. As shown in Fig 14(a), when the trafc load increases,
the delivery ratio decreases for all routing approaches. With
the use of throw-boxes, both multi-path and single path
routing achieve higher delivery ratios, especially when the
trafc load is high. This suggests that throw-boxes are very
effective in enhancing network capacity. On the other hand,
the performance of epidemic routing is insensitive to the
use of throw-boxes. This is as expected because of the poor
utilization of resources. Fig. 14(b) shows the message delay,
which increases as the trafc load becomes higher. This is
due to the increased contention for transmission opportunities.
With higher load, messages have longer queue delay waiting
for being transmitted to the next hop. We can see that the use of
throw-boxes also leads to lower delay for all routing schemes,
especially for multi-path and single path routing. These results 0
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Fig. 12. Single path routing performance with different number of throw-boxes under the Manhattan mobility.
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Fig. 13. Epidemic routing performance with different number of throw-boxes under the Manhattan mobility.
are consistent with the observations we make in the previous
sections.
Fig. 15(a) and (b) depict the delivery ratio and delay respec-
tively under the RWP model. We compare the performance
when 8 or 0 throw-boxes are used. As expected, the use
of throw-boxes increases the delivery ratio for all routing
schemes. For message delay, multi-path routing is able to
benet from the use of throw-boxes when the trafc load is
relatively high.
G. Effect of Transmission Range
We now study how the radio transmission range affects the
network performance. We simulate different radio ranges in
ns, from 50, 100, 250, to 500 meters. Fig. 16 shows the
results under the UMass model when the total trafc load
is 334 Kbps. Fig. 16(a) shows the delivery ratio for the
three routing schemes. With a larger radio range, nodes will
have more opportunities for message transmission, resulting in
better delivery ratios. The delivery ratio of epidemic routing
increases at a slower pace when the radio range is large. This
is due to the limitation of buffer space. Epidemic routing
generates a large number of redundant messages and has a
higher demand on buffer. In Fig. 16(b), the delivery ratios are
normalized to the case with zero throw-box. So it represents
the improvement of delivery ratio with the use of throw-boxes.
We can see that with throw-box deployment, the delivery
ratios for single path and multi-path routing are improved over
different radio ranges. Epidemic routing is much less affected
by the use of throw-boxes. In addition, the improvement is less
signicant when the radio range is small. Fig. 16(c) depicts
the message delay. As expected, the message delay decreases
when the radio range increases. This is because with more
transmission opportunities, the queueing delay for messages
is reduced. Throw-box deployment also reduces the message
delay.
Fig. 17 shows the results when nodes follow the RWP mo-
bility model. We can see that throw-box deployment enhances
network performance, especially for multi-path routing. One
notable difference is that the use of throw-boxes does not
reduce message delay except for multi-path routing.
H. Effect of Link Bandwidth
We now study the effect of link bandwidth or radio data
rate on the network performance using throw-boxes. We use
different radio data rates, from 200Kbps, 500Kbps, 1Mbps to
2Mbps. The application layer data rates are 177, 434, 835,
1552 Kbps. In these simulations, we set the total trafc load
to be proportional to the radio data rate, i.e., the trafc load
scales with the radio data rate.
Fig. 18(a) shows the performance results for the UMass
mobility model. The trafc load is set to be 40% of the
radio data rate. We can see that the delivery ratio remains the
same under different link bandwidth for single path and multi-
path routing. This conrms that the performance enhancement
using throw-boxes is proportional to the link bandwidth. As to
epidemic routing, the delivery ratio decreases as the radio data 0
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Fig. 17. Effect of transmission range under the RWP mobility.rate increases. This is partly due to the contention of buffers
in throw-boxes and nodes. Since the trafc load scales with
the radio rate in these simulations, the number of generated
messages increases for a higher radio data rate, leading to
more buffer overows and message drops. So the delivery
ratio is reduced. Fig. 18(b) and (c) show the message delay
when the trafc load factor is 40% and 5% of the radio
data rate respectively, which represent the scenarios of high
and low trafc load in the network. We observe that the
message delay is not affected by the radio data rate. This is
because the message delay is mainly caused by the intermittent
connectivity among nodes. An exception is that the delay for
epidemic routing increases for higher radio data rates. As
explained before, this is due to buffer contentions which causes
message drops and shorter message lifetime in the network.
Consequently the delay for delivered messages is decreased.
Fig. 19 depicts the results for the RWP model when the
trafc load is 15% of the radio data rate. We can see that
the delivery ratio and delay remain the same for all routing
approaches, including epidemic routing. This is because the
trafc load is less in these simulations. So the contention for
buffer space is less severe. Similar results are obtained for
the Manhattan model, which are omitted here for the sake of
space.
I. Effect of Buffer Size
In this section, we study the effect of buffer size on the
network performance. The buffer size varies from 10000,
20000, 50000, to 80000. Fig. 20(a) shows the delivery ratio for
the UMass model when the trafc load is 334Kbps. We make
the following observations. First, the delivery ratio remains the
same for single path routing. This is because of the limited
contact opportunities. The number of messages in the network
is relatively low, so the availability of more buffer space does
not improve performance. On the other hand, epidemic routing
benets from larger buffer sizes since messages are propagated
throughout the network. So the delivery ratio increases as the
buffer size increases. Multi-path routing performance improves
as the buffer size increases from 10000 to 20000 but saturates
when the buffer size is more than 20000. In addition, the
performance using throw-boxes is better than the case without
throw-boxes, except for epidemic routing with a small buffer
size. The message delay is shown in Fig. 20(b). We can see
that with larger buffer size, the message delay increases. This
is because with more buffers, messages tend to stay in the
network for a longer time. So the delay for delivered messages
increases.
Fig. 20(c) shows the delivery ratio for the RWP model
when the trafc load is 125Kbps. We can see that the delivery
ratio generally is not affected by the buffer size. The reason
is that under the RWP model, contact opportunities between
nodes are fewer. The number of messages that nodes need to
relay is much less than the case of the UMass mobility. So
even the smallest buffer size in our simulations (i.e., 10000)
is sufcient because the performance bottleneck is on the
contact opportunities. Similar results have been obtained for
the Manhattan model, which are omitted in the paper.
VIII. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
In this section, we summarize the simulation results ob-
tained in the previous section. Fig. 21(a) shows the concep-
tual performance enhancement using throw-box under various
routing approaches and node mobility models. We consider
the improvement in both message delivery ratio and delay. As
shown in Fig. 21(a), the deployment of throw-box increases
the delivery ratio for all scenarios considered in our study.
The improvement is more signicant for the cases with multi-
path routing or the UMass mobility. We observe an increase
in the delivery ratio by more than 3 with the deployment 4
or 8 throw-box. Since messages are forwarded along multiple
paths, multi-path routing is more effective in exploiting the
availability of extra capacity by the use of throw-box. For
epidemic routing, the improvement is least signicant because
of the poor utilization of resources. Nodes in the UMass
mobility model follow xed routes periodically and visit the
same locations frequently. So the deployment of throw-box
enable nodes to communicate with each other more frequently
via throw-box. In contrast, nodes in the RWP or Manhattan
model follow random movement and do not visit the same
location frequently, which is more acute in the RWP model as
nodes move around the whole area. Thus throw-box provide
less utility for relaying messages. This explains why the
performance enhancement is generally more signicant under
the UMass mobility model than the RWP or Manhattan model.
The use of throw-box has also been shown to reduce
message delay in our simulations. We consider the cases
with both high and low trafc load. When the trafc load is
relatively high, the use of throw-box decreases the message
delay for the cases with multi-path routing or the UMass
model. This is in accord with the improvement in delivery
ratio. For example, In the case of multi-path routing and
UMass model, the message delay is reduced by 50% using
8 throw-box. The improvement in message delay is due to the
fact that nodes are able to communicate with each other more
frequently via throw-box, which leads to lower delay. We note
that the delay of singe path routing does not improvement for
the RWP and Manhattan models, even the delivery ratio is
increased by the use of throw-box. In single path routing, the
routing algorithm tries to choose paths that can support high
data rates. In other words, messages tends to be forwarded
along links with high capacity. In the RWP and Manhattan
model, due to the random movement of nodes, while the
use of throw-box enable more nodes to communicate, it does
not increase the link capacity signicantly, i.e., creating good
links. So even with the use of throw-box, the message delay
does not improve. In addition, because of the high trafc
load and severe contention, epidemic routing in the RWP and
Manhattan models is not able to reduce the message delay.
We obtain similar results on delay improvement when the
trafc load is relative low. One exception is that the message
delay for epidemic routing decreases for all mobility models. 0
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Fig. 18. Effect of radio data rate under the UMass mobility.
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Fig. 19. Effect of radio data rate under the RWP mobility.
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Fig. 21. Summary of simulation results.This is because under low trafc load, epidemic routing is able
to forward messages along the shortest paths via ooding. So
the message delay is reduced when throw-box are used.
In our simulations, we also evaluate the various deployment
schemes developed in the previous sections. Fig. 21(b) shows
the conceptual performance under different node mobility
models. First, for single path routing, we observe that random
and grid schemes do not improve network performance. This
conrms the intuition that given a relatively small number
of throw-box, careful placement is critical to achieve good
performance. On the other hand, both the contact based and
customized schemes are shown to improve the delivery ratio.
And the customized schemes achieve the better performance
than the contact based schemes because of the use of trafc
information. Second, for multi-path routing, the contact based
and customized schemes have similar performance, both very
effective in enhancing network performance. As expected, the
random and grid schemes do not affect network performance
except in the case of the RWP model, in which random
and grid schemes achieve modest increase in delivery ratio.
Third, for epidemic routing, the contact based and customized
schemes have similar performance and the improvement is
modest.
We can see that epidemic routing is least sensitive to the
deployment locations of throw-box because of the poor usage
of resources. On the other hand, both single path and multi-
path routing require careful placement of throw-box to be
effective, as evident in the performance gap between these
schemes and the random/grid schemes. And the customized
scheme is able to achieve better performance than the contact
based schemes with single path routing. That is, single path
routing is most sensitive to the deployment of throw-box
among the three routing approaches. We also notice that the
customized scheme performs better for multi-path routing
under the UMass model, where node movement is not random
or uniform. We expect that without consideration of trafc
information, these schemes is less effective in situations where
node mobility or trafc is non-uniform.
IX. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review some related work in DTNs
and node placement problems. DTNs are a class of networks
that exhibit non-Internet-like characteristics, e.g., intermittent
connectivity, large delay and high link loss. Examples of DTNs
include military ad hoc networks [20], deep space communica-
tion [21], [22] and vehicular communication [23]. To achieve
interoperability between various types of DTNs, Fall [1]
proposes an architecture that is based on an asynchronous
message forwarding paradigm. This architecture operates as an
overlay above the transport layers to connect different DTNs.
In [15], Jain et al. study unicast routing in general DTNs
and develop several routing algorithms for scenarios where
different levels of knowledge about network is available. The
authors present a framework to evaluate these algorithms and
nd that efcient routing can be achieved using only limited
amount of knowledge.
There have been also studies on mobile DTNs that exploit
node mobility to deliver data. The proposed schemes can be
generally classied as reactive schemes or proactive schemes.
In reactive schemes, applications rely on movement that is
inherent in the devices themselves to help deliver data. For
example, Vahdat and Becker [13] propose Epidemic Routing
in which mobile nodes carry data and exchange data when they
meet, essentially ooding data throughout the network. In the
Data Mules project, Shah et al. [5] propose to exploit mobile
entities to transport data from sensors to access points, thus
conserving energy in resource-limited sensors. In proactive
schemes, devices move proactively and specically in order
to communicate with others. That is, these schemes enhance
network capacity via proactive movement. Li and Rus [24]
consider proactive movement of nodes to deliver messages
in a disconnected environment and present an algorithm to
compute optimal node trajectories.In the Message Ferrying
project, Zhao et al. [7], [6] propose the use of special nodes
called message ferries to provide communication services
and exploiting controlled node mobility to improve routing
performance.In recent work [3], Burns et al. study the problem
of augmenting the capacity of a DTN through mobile agents
which move specically in the network to increase network
performance. The authors present a control-based approach
and develop multi-objective controllers to control the mobility
of mobile agents. Other work includes [25], [26], [4], [27],
[28], [29].
Goodman et al. [30] propose the Infostation architecture
in which wireless ports called Infostations are deployed to
provide high bit-rate connections in the their vicinities. Infos-
tations could be placed at accessible locations such as airport
and building entrances.
Node or sensor placement has been studied in wireless
networks [31] or sensor networks [32], [33], [34], [35] to
improve performance. In [31], the authors study the placement
of access points to form a mesh network for Internet access.
This work considers Internet trafc which aggregates at several
Internet gateways and proposes greedy algorithms to solve it.
The work in [32] studies the placement of relaying nodes in a
sensor network. The authors focus on minimizing the number
of relaying nodes required to maintain global connectivity.
In [33], the authors consider the placement of sensor nodes
and transmission structure for data gathering. The goals are
to minimize energy consumption while satisfying the data
distortion constraints. The work in [34] studies the issues of
adding relay nodes and provisioning energy to existing nodes
in sensor networks to prolong network lifetime. The authors
formulate this joint problem and develop heuristics to solve
it. Our paper differs signicantly from this body of work. The
previous work focuses on connected networks with stationary
nodes. In contrast, the deployment of throw-boxes into a
DTN does not necessarily form a connected network. Instead,
throw-boxes are intended to improve performance by storing
and relaying data between mobile nodes. In addition, this
paper studies various types of routing approaches including
epidemic and single path routing. which is seldom addressedin the previous work. We also study various approaches for
throw-box deployment. Furthermore, the transmission capacity
between nodes depends on node movement which may vary
over time. This is different from the constant link capacity in
wireless networks.
Our work on throw-box deployment is also related to facility
location problems which have been studied extensively in
the operation research community [36]. The facility location
problems generally consider the selection of facility locations
to minimize cost for specied demand, which is different from
our problem of throw-box deployment.
There is also a number of studies on deployment strategies
in sensor networks [37], [38], [39]. This body of work focuses
on achieving desired coverage in sensor networks instead of
communication performance.
X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the use of throw-boxes to
improve data delivery performance in mobile DTNs. Throw-
boxes are small and inexpensive devices equipped with wire-
less interfaces, which are deployed to relay data between
mobile nodes. The use of throw-boxes enhances network ca-
pacity by increasing the opportunities that nodes communicate
with each other. Being small and inexpensive, throw-boxes
represent a exible and cost-effective approach to enhance
network capacity.
In this paper, we focused on the use of throw-boxes to
improve throughput. We considered the issue of both throw-
box deployment and routing. We present a framework to
systematically study these two issues. In this framework, we
studied various routing approaches, including single path,
multi-path and epidemic routing. We also considered various
deployment approaches, including customized, contact-based
and contact-oblivious schemes. These routing and deployment
approaches cover a wide range of scenarios. We developed
algorithms to compute throw-box deployment and routing.
Specically, we formulated the joint deployment and routing
problem for customized deployment as an MIP problem and
solved it using a greedy algorithm. We also extended the
greedy algorithm to the case of single path and epidemic
routing
Using extensive ns simulations, we evaluated different
routing and deployment approaches under different network
conditions. We obtained the following ndings. First, throw-
boxes are very effective in improving throughput and delay,
especially when node movement is regular or multi-path
routing is used. With regular node mobility, if two nodes
visit a location, they would visit this location periodically.
Thus the deployment of throw-boxes can signicantly im-
prove communication between these nodes, leading to better
performance. Multi-path routing achieves better performance
because it forwards data via multiple paths and is able to
exploit most or all throw-boxes for data relaying. On the other
hand, by limiting data forwarding along a single path, single
path routing is less effective in using throw-boxes for data
relaying. And epidemic routing benets less from throw-boxes
because of the poor utilization of network resources. Second,
throw-boxes are more effective in improving throughput than
reducing delay. This is because by deploying throw-boxes to
enhance the capacity of bottleneck links, the overall through-
put is improved. The improvement on delay, however, is less
signicant because data delay consists of delay on each hop
for all source destination pairs. So the reduction of delay on
one or more bottleneck links has less effect on the overall data
delay. Third, single path routing is found to be most sensitive
to different throw-box deployment, while epidemic routing is
least sensitive to throw-box deployment. This can be explained
by the way each routing approach forwards data. Multi-path
routing can use all paths available for data forwarding while
single path routing limits data forwarding to a single path
for each source destination pair. Thus throw-boxes placed at
sub-optimal locations might provide partial utility to multi-
path routing but no utility for single path routing. Epidemic
routing is least sensitive to throw-box deployment due to
the poor utilization of resources. As a result, the customized
deployment schemes, which utilizes both trafc and contact
information, achieves better performance than the contact
based schemes when single path routing is used.
In the future, we plan to consider energy issues in the use of
throw-boxes. When throw-boxes are powered by batteries, the
amount of forwarded data is limited for each throw-box. So
multiple throw-boxes may be deployed at a single location to
support data relaying for a specied period of time. In addition,
we will investigate throw-box failures and deployment errors.
One interesting issue is to study how these factors affect
the robustness of the network. Finally, we are interested in
studying coordination among throw-boxes to further improve
performance.
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